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Since there have been many review articles on many aspects of Fire Science
and its applications (1-10), this paper will stress the many aspects of Fire
Science not yet complete or in some cases not even started. By now (1985), it
has become broadly accepted that the way of the future in Fire Engineering is
through various levels of modeling, aided by the modern computer. A number of
models exist for various aspects of a fire in an enclosure (11-14) the most
advanced of which are gradually becoming sufficiently general (15-21) to include
a fire in any of man's structures. These include both zone and field mOdels.
At the same time the U.S. Forest Service has developed a fire model sufficiently
accurate to have been incorporated into a special hand held calculator usable in
the field (22).

Any fire model is, of course, based upon the available understanding of the
phenomena of fire and the fire properties of the materials involved. The
"understanding" may be based upon secure fire science, secure empirical correla
tions, or, if these are not available, then the best guess we can make. The
ultimate purpose of fire science is to remove the guesswork, Similarly for data,
we should know exactly what materials are present, in what amounts and what con
figurations, and we should have a complete handbook of the appropriate proper
ties over the appropriate temperature range. Again it is frequently necessary
to supplement available data by one's best guess. Anyone engaged in practical
fire protection engineering will know that in design it is never known exactly
what will be in a new building. And after a fire, it is very rare that the
exact contents of the burned building is clear. In fact building changes over
the years have generally not been documented, so the exact nature of the struc
ture itself is often only illy known.

When we solve technical problems, it is only sensible to keep all phenomena
(terms) down to some minimum size and to discard the rest. It takes a high
level of scientific understanding of fire to know exactly what aspects of the
fire environment are important and which are not.

This insight into the real needs of a practical problem is presented to the
fire researcher in a difficult form. How deep do we have to carry our fire
research? We all know that while turbulent flow occurs throughout fire dynamics,
and a better understanding of fundamental turbulent flows would be useful, the
basic turbulence problem is so complex and progress is so slow that little use
of fire research funds for this purpose is justifiable. As fire researchers, we
should follow such fundamental work (23) so as not to miss some important new
discovery in the field. Various approximate methods of computing fire turbulent
flows are being developed (24, 25, 26). These methods will play an increasingly
important part in fire research. They will serve to check various approximate
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calculations used in zone model computer codes. They will become increasingly
important as the computer continues to increase in capacity and speed. In the
same way, chemical kinetics is at the core of all reactions (fire and otherwise)
but again many very basic chemical kinetic problems should be followed but not
made part of fire research. Those kinetic studies with a bearing on ignition,
extinguishment, soot and toxic specie production are clearly important. It is
part of the task of the fire researcher to choose his study on those parts that
are important (and interesting) rather than merely interesting.

For example, it is well known that the pyrolysis of complex organic mate
rials often produces hundreds of organic compounds (27, 28). Having learned
this and measured them for a few cases, we can safely say that for now we have
enough of such general chemical detail. We should always consider the answer
to the question, "What would I do with the additional information if I had it?".
Furthermore while the thousands of kinetic steps between these hundreds of
compounds are of chemical interest, only the controlling steps or perhaps only
overall kinetics in ignition, extinguishment, and special specie production are
important for fire.

IGNITION

While the details of ignition can be traced for any specific case by
balancing the kinetic heat production and dynamic heat loss, fire modeling at
present does not use more than ignition temperatures. This approach will
probably serve most practical purposes forever but special cases should be done
better. The real world presents many peculiar cases of fire ignition (29-39)
not now well understood so that a lot more ignition studies are needed to clear
up these mysteries. These studies may be chemical kinetic, or dynamic but in
most cases must eventually be both.

THE FIRE

Once a fire is started, we need sufficient information to quantitatively
predict three things: the rate of fire spread over the given material in the
given configuration, the rate of pyrolysis, and information about the pyrolysis
products.

We know the general nature of the energy feedback system which heats and
ignites material ahead of an advancing flame front and many special cases have
been studied (40-51). The really important question before us is "Will it be
possible to develop a sufficiently accurate general theory of flame spread that
we can use it with confidence in place of correlated test results?". Flame
spread is a near surface problem. The rate of pyrolysis often involves phenomena
in depth. The simplest case involves evaporation of a liquid fuel or melt of
the unzipping of a polymer. Knowing the feedback energy in excess of internal
heat conduction together with a latent heat is sufficient to compute the rate of
pyrolysis for simple cases. At present this same approach is often used
generally even when not really appropriate.

Many solid fuels char and/or melt and this leads to great complications.
Char generally adheres to the solid and protects the virgin material from direct
receipt of the feedback energy. The chemical pyrolysis step now occurs below
the char layer. Thermal transport processes now control the feedback; and mass
transport processes control the removal of the gaseous pyrolysis products.
Diffusion through the char and, when porous, deeper into the virgin fuel are
initially important. As the char becomes thicker, its change of dimensions and
resistance to flow cause it to crack. Finally the gaseous pyrolysis products
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may further pyrolyze as they diffuse through the hot char or are overtaken as
the pyrolysis region moves deeper into the solid fuel, Sometimes the resistance
to pyrolysis gas flow is so high that pressure builds up below the char which
is then expelled explosively. The analysis of the charring process has just
begun (52-56). A proper treatment of cracking has not been attempted and
nothing has been done with the theoretical and experimental study of, nor the
statistics of the explosive removal of char. In fact, it is not yet clear
whether or not the pyrolysis process can be adequately treated as an energy
absorbing, infinite reaction rate front, or must be treated as a chemical rate
controlled region of significant thickness. In either case, the thermal
removal of absorbed water is an important first step for wood (531.

Some solids melt at temperatures near their ignition temperature. This
may mean that a horizontal surface of the solid melts and pyrolyzes downward
faster than the fire spreads horizontally over the surface (cellular polystYrene)
(57). It also means that the fire behavior of melting solids is very sensitive
to orientation. In fact thin sheets or cloth of such materials may fail to
burn when hung vertically because they melt at a lower temperature than they
ignite. Thus the flames coming up from the burning section melts the virgin
material above the burning zone and the burning section falls away and burns
out. Nothing has been done to study this process.

On other materials, wood, polyurethane foam, etc., the fire advances over
the surface far faster than the advance in depth giving rise to a slightly
dished burning area (53, 57).

The detailed chemical kinetics of pyrolysis is far too complex to expect
successful prediction of the rate or composition of the pyrolysis products from
empirical chemical kinetics or quantum mechanics in the near future. Realisti
cally what do we really need to know? As the pyrolysis gases are released,
they mix with air and burn (at least partially). We must know the amount of
heat thereby released because this energy is what propagates the fire. We need
to know the flame energy radiated. Since this depends primarily on the amount
of soot present, it would be important to understand soot production. At
present measured flame temperatures and emission coefficients are used to compute
the energy radiated (58) or else we assume that some fraction of heat release
(say 35%) (2, 59) is radiated away. Our fire predictions will be more accurate
when we fully understand and can quantitatively predict soot production.

In a recent meeting on soot production nine excellent research papers were
presented (1). The diverse results remind one of the nine blind men describing
an elephant. This remark is not a reflection on the quality of soot research
being done but is an observation on the complexity of the problem. Further
work will eventually find the key which can put all of the present pieces
together into an accurate soot algorithm.

Almost nothing is known about the leI and uel (flammability limits) of the
pyrolysis products obtained from various fuels nor the heat released when they
burn. The usual assumption that their heat of combustion equals that of the
virgin fuel must, at least for charring fuels, be very bad.

The rate of pyrolysis is essential knOWledge because the gases thus produced
are the fuel in the flames. There are two basic approaches, First, there is
the use of some simple theory. So long as the flow is laminar, the predictions
using the Svab-Zeldovich transformation are in good agreement with experimental
results (60-64). These theories assume a heat of pyrolysis using the feedback
energy as the pyrolysing mechanism. This is adequate for evaporating liquid
fuels and some non-charring solids but new theories with validating experiments
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are needed for charring solids. Second, there is direct use of experimental
data. The Rate of Heat Release is directly measured at one or several radiant
levels and used to predict fire development (65, 66). These are engineering
test methods and are in need of careful scientific study so their exact signi
ficance and use can be based on a thorough understanding of their limitations.
It is to be expected that the further development of both the theory and the
experiments will bring these two approaches together.

Various special problems have received some attention (67-70). The problem
of smouldering is one devoid of all the complex dynamics of air supply and
flames. However, only limited progress has been made (32, 71, 72) because the
complex pyrolysis chemistry plays a central role.

Once the flammable gases are released by pyrolysis they rise and burn in a
flame. Although considerable effort has been expended (73, 74, 81, 82, 86, 122,
123, 131) we are a long way from understanding the full process of flame com
bustion. All of the quantities required for fire modeling, soot production,
radiation, fraction of heat release, residual unburned fuel and toxic products
are now obtained from incomplete (for this purpose) experimental results (138).
All of this required information will be supplied by a complete theory of
diffusion flames although some of the information may forever best be obtained
empirically because of the joint complications of chemical kinetics and
turbulence.

Since many pyrolysis gases are not immediately burned, the content of
toxic substances needs to be known. Carbon monoxide, hydrogen chloride, and
hydrogen cyanide are the toxic compounds sometimes considered. While a few
other compounds acetaldehide, acrolein, are mentioned, they are almost never
measured. In fact the compounds usually measured, CO, C02' H20, 02' (C2H2)x'
are selected as much by the existence of convenient instruments as by their
importance.

Such composition measurements are very important to be made after smoulder
ing and flaming combustion as well as in pyrolysis alone. In fact, such measure
ments in the flaming mode need to be known for fire vitiated atmospheres (not
nitrogen vitiated) since some burning always occurs in the hot layer of gas at
the ceiling. There is only limited data of any of these types for the many fuel
types and fuel combinations encountered in practice. At present all that can be
done in fire modeling is to use data from any source available and to use it as
though it were universal.

PLUMES

The simple point, line, and area source plume theory together with its
experimental validations is good enough for present fire modeling (75, 76).
This does not mean that there is no more to learn. The conditions in the plume
close to the fuel surface are badly described by present theory (77). The con
centration of the pyrolysis products is high and probably absorbs a significant
fraction of the flame radiation on its way back to the fuel surface. This feed
back radiant energy must be accurately known if we are to predict the pyrolysis
rate accurately. There has been no careful detailed study of this radiation
absorption aspect of plume flow.

Recent measurements show that the ambient air entrainment rate immediately
above the fuel correlates with the vortex shedding frequency. However, what it
is, that determines this frequency is a mystery (77, 78).
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A few studies of a plume against a wall, in a corner, or at a vent have
been made (79, 80}. None of these problems have been carried to the point that
well validated algorithms exist for model fire predictions. This is especially
true of the plume near a vent where no reliable data exists (SO}.

The theory of the burning by a flame in a plume is very unsatisfactory.
The present theories which vary from simple entrainment ideas (81} to complex
€, k, g turbulence and probability controlled reactions (82) fall far short of
the needed knowledge. Burning efficiency, residual products including unburnt
fuels, soot content, temperature and radiation output are now all determined by
a few measured results on a few fuels used as though they were universal. Many
more measurements are needed but until a proper correlating theory is developed
these measurements are not likely to result in a reasonably universal predic
tive system.

Many special cases have been considered (83-91}. New 2- and 3-dimensional
calculation methods used in research should greatly improve our understanding of
special plume problems (90, 91}.

LAYERS

Fire models to date assume the formation of two homogeneous layers; a hot
one above and a cold one below. The fire conditions for which this is adequate
is not at present known. What is known is that the fire plume striking the
ceiling flows outward in all directions as a ceiling jet. The initial plume
has such small buoyancy that by the time it strikes the room walls the jet is
cooled off and its residual momentum carries it downward setting up a general
room circulation (92}. This initial period is of little importance for further
fire development but is important in fire detector operation. Fires often grow
fast enough to almost immediately replace the general room circulation by hot
and cold layers. The mixing between these layers appears to be unimportant
except during hot layer burnout (30} in which much of the oxygen for burnout is
buoyantly brought up from below. However mixing does occur where wall cooled
hot layer gases flow downward into the cold layer and/or upward into the hot
layer (93, 94} and where vent flows do some mixing by entrainment (86}. The
first of these effects need experimental validation while the second needs more
studies under a wider range of circumstances.

The hot layer composition changes with time as products of partial com
bustion collect and the oxygen is more or less used up. At present only low
accuracy is attainable not only because pyrolysis products are imperfectly known
but also because the inefficiency of plume burning in fire vitiated air is not
well understood.

A recent study (30} has shown that the LeChatelier (95} formula for the
burning limits for the layer mixture of flammable gases holdS for a thin
« 20 em} hot layer independent of its oxygen content. Oxygen is drawn up from
the cold layer by buoyancy as needed to burn the layer fuels. However the
present limited results make it likely that for a much deeper layer the burning
would be confined to a sublayer at the interface since only limited oxygen could
be brought up from below. There is as yet no verification of this idea first
because there has been no careful appropriate experimental work with a deep
layer and second because no theory of any kind as yet exists for the layer inter
face combustion "plumes".

The cold layer while relatively insensitive to a fire cannot be ignored.
It changes temperature by addition of small amounts of hot layer gases and is
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significantly heated by the floor (which in turn is radiatively heated from the
flames and hot layerX. Furthermore there is a slow accumulation of pyrolysis
products by the mixed hot layer gases and most importantly by the gases from the
pyrolyzing but not yet ignited hot floor. In the limit, one would expect the
ventilation limited fire in a room to consist of a rich mixture hot layer extend
ing to the floor with an air flame (air burning in a fuel atmosphere) issuing
from the vent into the room at the floor while at the same time a fuel flame
issues from the hot layer at the top of the vent onto the ceiling of the next
room. There are no research results either theory or experiments on these
problems known to this author.

THE CE I LI NG JET

The ceiling jet from a plume is of only small importance in a small room.
In a very large room the assumption of two heterogeneous layers has a serious
effect upon the fire growth prediction. Since a lot of feedback energy to
ignite new fuels comes from the hot layer, an object in a large room far from
the initial fire would ignite almost as soon as a nearby fuel if the hot layer
were homogeneous.

This effect is especially bad when a fire plume issues from a fire room
into a corridor. The time delay in reaching the far end of the corridor is
often of major importance.

Most ceiling jet theories and measurements to date (96-99) assume a steady
state. Only a few theoretical studies are nonsteady (100, 10, 101). A simple
examination of a nonsteady ceiling jet in a corridor shows (102X that the jet
front moves at the rate u
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But the flow and depth of the ceiling jet layer produced by the fire plume are
not in general equal to these values (96). Thus there will generally have to be
a jump in the initial shooting jet not to its tranquil flow regime but to the
shooting flow appropriate to the advancing ceiling jet given by equations 1 and
2. New experimental studies in a long corridor with a smooth ceiling will be
required to validate the above results. In addition, however, the nonsteady
ceiling jet must eventually include friction, heat transfer, entrainment, and
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reaction before it is complete. Most of this experimental work has not been
started.

It is, of course, possible to use various 3-dimensional nonsteady codes
(20, 100) to analyze the ceiling jet growth. However, until computers with
perhaps 1000 times present capacity become generally available (and cheap),
these approaches are important research tools and for occasional special cases
but are not practical for general fire engineering.

VENTS

The buoyant flow from a fire room through a vent, in the form of an opening
in a vertical wall has received considerable attention (103-106). Present know
ledge is adequate in the sense that many other parts of fire science are in so
much more urgent need of attention. However, a number of vent flow problems
remain. For example, if there are two layers (hot and cold) on both sides of a
vent the pressure differences can cause six different flow layers, two outflows
and two inflows. This mayor may not be of importance to the real fire, but for
a fire model it can exist and the computer must be told what to do. Some avail
able fire models already handle this case well. Furthermore, at present it is
assumed that hot layer outflow goes into the next room hot layer while the cold
layer inflow goes into the fire room cold layer. When there are fires and hot
layers in both rooms some inflow may go up and some outflow may go down. In
fact it may eventually prove to be more accurate to split each flow between the
two layers in proportion to its temperature relative to that of the two layers.
If this is required, it may be important also to split plume flows between the
two layers. At present there is neither theory nor experiment available as a
guide on what to do.

Although holes in a floor or ceiling are not very common, they present a
special problem when they do occur. So long as there are multiple holes so that
the flow through the horizontal opening is one way only (in or out), simple
orifice formulas and correlated flow coefficients apply. This is the assumption
always made so far, but it is not always correct. Suppose there is only one
hole in a fire room and it is in the ceiling. An exact analysis will always
permit an equilibrium one way flow all the way down to zero flow rate. Such
solutions always exist, although it is clear that for small flows they are un
stable. In particular zero flow through a horizontal vent with hot air below
and cold air above is unstable and is replaced by two streams in and out. The
criterion which indicates whether a one way flow or a two way in, out flow is
the more stable is not known. Also incompletely known is the condition which
leads to puffing--an instability in the time domain (107, 108). None of these
problems are urgent but will all have to be clarified by proper scientific study
eventually.

The flow through the fire room vent is at present treated in zone fire
models as independent of dynamic effects inside the room. There are several
cases when this is not true. As already mentioned the ceiling jet inside the
fire room may arrive at the wall above a vent and dynamically turn downward. If
the transome wall is short, the ceiling jet, sometimes including flames may con
siderably alter the vent flow. If there is a fire close to the vents its plume
can greatly alter the vent flow (21, 80). No study, either theory or experiment,
yet includes both buoyant vent flow and plume.
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EXTI NGU I SHMENT

Just as adding heat to a solid fuel in air can raise the temperature to
ignition, so removing heat from a burning solid or liquid fuel can extinguish
the fire. All the complications of phase change and pyrolysis, vaporization
and charring, are present during extinguishment. Therefore as soon as we go
beyond the fire triangle, remove heat, separate fuel and air (smother) alter
the chemistry (fire retardant extinguishing agent), no general theory of
extinction exists; there are many extinguishment theories for the many differ
ent cases. Almost none of these potential scientific studies have ever been
classified.

There are many qualitative, semi-quantitative studies of the extinguish
ment of crib fires, pool fires, and building fires performed by pouring on
water or other agents from a sprinkler, or hose (109-111). This is essential
engineering but is short on science.

A pool fire of liquid fuel (say acetone) in a channel can be extinguished
by cooling the channel. It is certainly possible to develop a criterion of how
much cooling is necessary by combining present knowledge of diffusion flames
and heat transfer. It is equally easy to run the experiment but neither has
been done.

By adding a very fine spray to a stagnation point flow onto burning char
coal (112) it was found that .2% by mass of water can increase the burning rate
by up to 30%. The cause appeared to be removal of a minute ash layer. This
permits the speculation that a small hose stream on a large fire may be worse
than useless. Where the hose stream hits an object directly the cooling and
steam vitiation puts the adjacent fire out to be sure. However, the fine spray
splash moving with the residual hose and fire pumped air into the next room may
make that room burn faster. Furthermore the excess water in the first room may
fall to a pile of burning charcoal on the floor and there-·-by the water gas
reaction--produce a CO-H2 mixture which will burn in the next room and enhance
the fire. These notions have not yet been proven nor denied.

Only a few measurements of air pumping by hose streams have been reported
(113) and nothing has been done on a theoretical prediction.

What happens as a drop of water approaches the surface of a burning object?
It may evaporate before it gets there, it may splash, it may soak in and slowly
evaporate as the burning is reestablished. This is an obvious study not done.

By putting water from a faucet into a frying pan containing very hot,
smoking butter, the water flashes to steam, the butter is ejected as a fine
spreay into the air and ignites as an explosive cloud. This actually happened
and shows that some would be "extinguishment" can actually cause an ignition or
increase an already bad fire.

A greatly enlarged science of extinguishment is sorely needed.

The scientific study of the performance of sprinkler systems has just
begun (114-116).. A sprinkler usually does not put out the fire directly
because a strong buoyancy plume blows the drops away. The fire is controlled
by wetting down all nearby fuels thus preventing fire spread. At the same
time clouds of hot fire gases plus steam may open sprinklers at a considerable
distance from the fire thus causing water damage and straining the sprinkler
water supply system. Clearly a real understanding of these processes by the
application of scientific methods is needed.
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HEAT TRANSFERS

All three modes, conduction, convection, and radiation are important in
fire. Conduction of heat into the interior of a fuel controls the heating rate
of its surface. Thus it controls ignition and extinguishment. Such conduction
is at present computed by I-dimensional linear heat diffusion. Only rarely is
sufficient known of the temperature dependence of the thermal properties to
take this nonlinearity into account. The more complete analysis including the
evaporation of moisture and pyrolysis of the virgin fuel has only been attempted
a few times (53-56, 117). No set of equations have yet been accepted as general.
The widely varying analytical descriptions of diffusive (heat and mass) heating
is probably partly responsible for the wide divergence of the reported heat of
pyrolysis for wood -80 < LlH < 444 (118).

Conduction of heat is also the major effect in the weakening and collapse
of steel structures in fires.

Convective heat transfer occurs wherever hot gases move over cold surfaces.
The most important such heat transfer occurs where a plume hits a ceiling and
produces a ceiling jet (119-121). Considerable progress has been made with this
heat transfer problem.

A quite different situation applies at the base of a flame where the
pyrolysis products diffuse out of the fuel surface into the gases (air, fuel,
products of combustion) moving above it. The gases immediately above the
surface because of its complex composition absorbs some of the feedback radiation
on its way to the fuel. Thus the incident radiation at the fuel surface is
reduced but because of the increased temperature of the gases there is an in
crease of convective heat transfer, thus partial compensation. This phenomena
has not been studied in detail and the results are needed for more accurate
pyrolysis rate predictions.

The floor of a fire room is heated by radiation from above. Near a vent
the vent flow across the floor convectively cools it. However, away from the
vent flow or other forced velocity a hot unstable layer of gas is formed which
gives rise to vertical convection columns. There is no data on the distribution
of the heat transfer coefficient over the floor and no adequate theory by which
to calculate the cooling of the floor and heating of the cold layer.

Radiation heat transfer is by all odds the dominant mode of energy transfer
in a fire. Because of this, there is intensive research on all aspects of
radiation heat transfer. The physics of radiative emission and absorption by
molecular and atomic bands and by soot particles (2) is well understood. Thus
if an assigned volume of space is filled with a known temperature and composition
distribution, the radiation from that volume to an external surface can be cal
culated with good precision. The theoretical formulas are well known but involve
extensive calculations, too extensive for most practical purposes. The urgent
need in this area of radiation from a known volume is a classification of the
available approximate methods by time of calculation, precision of approximation,
and spectral and other limitations. Perhaps still better methods may yet be
found.

A far more serious problem, however, is to find out how to define the
appropriate radiating volume and the temperature and composition within it.

Flame height correlation formulas exist (81, 122) and the base of the flame
is set by the burning surface of a solid or liquid fuel. But here our knOWledge
of flame geometry stops. How good is the commonly used cone approximation (15)?
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Is the cone hollow? Or should a cylinder approximation or some fancier
approximation C123} be used? Since flames of importance in fires are very
unstable and nonsteady, is there not some statistical analysis which could
correlate the changes of flame shape with fuel, size, rate of energy feedback,
vitiation and perhaps other variables?

A knowledge of internal flame temperature and composition distribution is
slowly accumulating (2}. We are nowhere near a predictive capability for these
quantities in a form adequate for accurate radiative transfer prediction. It
is for this reason that many studies are directed toward the measurement of
overall flame radiation (123} with the ultimate hope that some correlating
principle will be found which will skip all the internal physical and chemical
complications.

And while moving in the direction of more gross overall approximations,
perhaps we can go a step further to also skip all the complex view factor
calculations by some such scheme as a radiation rate pool.

The question of how much spectral knowledge is required for fire purposes
has never been settled. Yet much needed facts are yet to be learned. Figures 1
and 2 show the need for careful consideration of the radiation in fire testing.
For both figures, opposite sides of the same block of maple were in succession
covered with the same thin (2 rom} aluminum plate containing a 2 inch hole. In
Fig. 1 the assembly was radiatively heated by a glowbar source at about 1000 K.
In Fig. 2 a bank of tungsten wires in quartz tubes at about 2400 K were used.
The differences in spectral response of aluminum and wood to the spectrally
different heat sources is startling. We need to know more. But what and how
much? Certainly some careful spectral measurements in real fires is a necessary
start.

FIGURE 1. Maple block protected by an aluminum plate radiated by a glowbar
unit.
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FIGURE 2. Maple block protected by an aluminum plate radiated by tungsten
filaments in quartz tubes.

STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS

The heating and burning of a building structure can lead to its collapse
either by decreased ultimate strength or increased plastic deformation (of steel
structural elements) (beams, columns, reinforcing bar) or decrease of non-char
cross section (wood or plastic). The science and engineering of structures has
already reached an advanced stage of development. The new feature added by fire
is the heating and burning of the structural elements. As soon as the fire
itself can be predicted, the knowledge of heat transfer as discussed above can
supply the external energy distribution to a steel member while the well
developed theory of heat conduction can predict its internal temperature (124).
Finally the internal temperature permits prediction of the member strength and
yield (125-127). Steel failure and large deflection yield are active research
areas in solid mechanics and progress in this field should be followed by fire
scientists.

The failure of wooden structural members is closely tied in with the
pyrolysis process. It is well known that a large wooden beam structure can
withstand more hours of a fire than an inadequately insulated steel member
structure. The reason is clear. steel is very homogeneous so that steel struc
tures are designed with a small safety factor while wood with its knots and
other internal irregularities must have a much larger safety factor. Further
more wood has a low thermal conductivity and is thermally protected by the
adhering char formed by pyrolysis. Thus building collapse prediction is not
far away for steel and reinforced concrete structures but for wood much addi
tional fire science is required before fire engineering can be done properly.

Collapse is of little practical importance for fire development since a
building is usually without value before collapse occurs (in fact it may have a
negative value since the burned out remains have to be torn down and carried
away). However, good fire collapse predictions are important for the safety of
the fireman engaged in extinguishment.
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There lS one structural problem of importance to fire growth and this is
the breaking of window glass. A fire in an enclosure should never be opened to
a new supply of air until a fireman with a hose stream is ready to apply water
through the new vent. However, glass does break as the window is heated with
or without the application of cold water. Why? The only study of this problem
was carried out by two Harvard seniors (128) in a small senior proejct. They
subjected 6" x 7" window glass plates to a radiant heat source. As is well known,
glass is relatively opaque to infrared radiation and thus becomes hot when
radiated. Such a glass plate, fully exposed to uniform radiation (no shadow on
the plate) gets hot allover but never breaks because the thermal expansion is
uniform. (Actually the unshadowed glass sometimes did break because our radia
tion was not perfectly uniform). However window glass is as installed always
held at its edges by putty or an opaque solid frame. A glass plate merely
shadowed around the edge (no actual material contact to the glass) always breaks.
Figure 3. It is easy to see why qualitatively. Glass is a very poor conductor
and therefore if the edge is not heated but the center is, the edge is put into
tension by thermal expansion. Thus a crack starts at some edge irregularity or
small precrack and grows through the material·in tension. It is interesting
that the crack when it reaches the edge of the shaded area always bifurcates
and travels through the glass along two internal stress paths. This glass
breaking problem is one that has had no scientific study beyond that reported
here.

TOXICITY

This is a practical problem of major concern to fire protection engineers.
However, it is often assumed to be a problem for the fire chemist and physiolo
gist and of no concern to the fire dynamicist. This is way off the mark. It
is true that the production of toxic specie is a chemist's problem and the
effect on people of the toxic gases and their synergistic effects is a physio
logist's problem. However, if fire engineering is ever to reach accurate design
for fire safety, fire science must develop the knowledge required to predict the
toxic properties in building escape routes. The present toxicity tests of
materials in which a rat's (pr other) nose is put into the rising plume of
pyrolysis products from a heated sample of some solid gives important data.

FIGURE 3. 4" square glass plate radiated by a Globar Unit with 1/4" of edge
protected by a shadow.
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However, the dynamicist, together with the .chemist and physiologist must somehow
follow the toxic property of the gases as they move about through the building.
How much of the CO, CH3 = CH2-CHO, and other t9xic materials initially produced
are burned in subsequent flames or are lost by absorption? How much of the HCl
(if any) reacts with walls or dissolves in condensed moisture? How much of the

HCN is absorbed on surfaces or on soot particles? How much of the soot
originally formed is burned in subsequent flames or agglomerates into large
particles and settles out on furnishings to decrease their value but are thereby
removed from their otherwise toxic mission? Very few of the above questions
have had any scientific study at all to date. Some fire studies have shown that
HCl even when produced in abundance is rapidly removed to low levels (129). The
mechanism of removal has not been identified. The agglomeration of soot part
icles has been studied in a static situation (130). However, nothing has been
done with its transport throughout a building nor with its settling rate which
has such a great effect on building furnishings.

Large numbers of studies of special cases have been carried out (129-138)
but we do not yet have the capability of predicting the toxic hazard in an
escape route during a fire.

FI RE BRANDS

The spread of a fire by the movement of burning brands is usually thought
of as a forest fire problem (139-141); which it is. However, it is not a prob
lem without significance in structure fires. As a fire grows in a room, it
moves quickly to the ceiling. It also heats ether flammable material throughout
the room to their pilot ignition temperature. But where is the pilot? The
original fire can so serve if it is close by. However, a more distant object
may be pilot ignited by a burning brand from the original fire or from the
ceiling area if there are flammable materials there. No studies of this problem
currently exist. In fact there are no studies to answer the question of the
available brands in a real fire. Since the formation of brands is an almost
impossible problem deterministically, we need a suitable statistical study. Do
new fuels generally ignite at their pilot ignition temperature or is it necessary
for them to be heated to the higher spontaneous ignition temperature, or some
where in between?
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